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L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. The localized states in sputtered a-Si : H can be introduced by Si « structural » defects either connected only to the disorder in the Si atom positions (pure Si matrix defects) or connected with one or several hydrogen sites (H related defects) [1] . It is important to distinguish between them before making further attempts to decrease their density. Systematic variations of the deposition conditions change continuously the concentration and the nature of both pure Si matrix defects and H related defects [2] . However, posthydrogenation [3] drastically changes the concentration of H on its various sites. There is now more and more evidence that a-Si : H is an inhomogeneous material [4] with two parts less disordered islands embedded in a more disordered connective tissue. In this case, the photoconductivity might be controlled predominantly by one part of the film, as other properties are [5] . From NMR measurements, most of the hydrogen stays in the more disordered connective tissue, while [H] concentration in the island is weak ( N 3 %) and rather independent of the preparation conditions [4] . From There is little work done on the connection between physicochemical characteristics and photoconductivity in a-Si : H. For glow discharge material Anderson and Spear [6] proposed the dominant effect of the electron life time, controlled by the density of positively charged states in the Ey tail just above the electron quasi-Fermi level. Antibonding states of the weak bonds occurring in divacancy type defects were suggested by Spear [7] as the origin of Ey. For intrinsic sputtered a-Si : H, Moustakas [8] reported basically the same maximum photoconductivity value as for intrinsic « glow discharge » material, but gave no information about its connection with the remaining defects in the material.
We (Table I) . After one hour of posthydrogenation, the spin densities (Table I) remain similar to those in the corresponding virgin samples. When posthydrogenation leads towards hydrogen « saturation » the photoconductivity increases (from (b) to (b')). When it increases the relative SiH2 content, the photoconductivity decreases from (a) to (a'). The photoconductivity also increases when SiH2 has disappeared even when the posthydrogenation leads to a lower hydrogen content (from (c) to (c')).
Discussion.
The maximum photoconductivity value ~~, : 2 x 10-' (S~cm)-1 obtained here for intrinsic sputtered a-Si : H close to hydrogen saturation appears close to the maximum values reported for other intrinsic a-Si : H material exhibiting similar ~ 2013 EF distances prepared either by glow discharge [6] , or by sputtering [8] . We suggest here that changes in the photoconductivity originate from changes in the concentration and distribution of localized states. Other reasons have been suggested involving only a change in the position of the Fermi level within the same distribution of localized states in the bulk material or near interfaces. Anderson and Spear [4] report that a decrease ofJ~ 2013 EF results in an increase of the photoconductivity on glow discharge films. On the contrary, we found that the increases of photoconductivity correspond systematically to increases in the activation energy of the dark conductivity (identified often [4] with Ee -EF). So the variations of 2~ 2013 EF (Table I ) cannot in any case explain those of the photoconductivity. The effect is particularly striking with posthydrogenation. ' Recently, Solomon et al. [11] pointed out for glow discharge films the existence of band bending in the vicinity of the film-substrate interface. In fact, the comparison of the activation energy for dark conductivity measured on a coplanar or sandwich structure [3] [12] ) for the dangling bonds concentration before and after posthydrogenation if they are mainly located within the islands. These locations otherwise coincide with the tendency to have well-defined point defects in the islands and continuously distributed defects in the tissue [5] . This posthydrogenation picture and the control of the photoconductivity by the tissue while the dangling bonds are in the islands explain the above results on sputtered films as well as the high photoconductivity obtained with high dangling bond densities (-10~/cm~) in posthydrogenated LPCVD films [12] .
Another important point is the negative effect of the SiH2 site. In the a-Si : H tissue, the localized states are expected to originate from Si-Si back bonds of the SiH or SiH2 bonds [1] . In a structure largely dominated by tetrahedral Si-Si bonds ([H] 22 %), SiH2 is expected to leave a larger deformation than SiH [1] . A negative effect of the SiH2 sites was also pointed out on the L-269 PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF a-Si : H quality factor of the forward current of the a-Si : H/Pt structures by Deneuville and Brodsky [13] and in the photoconductivity of sputtered a-Si : H by Jeffrey et al. [14] . As shown here, this is a direct effect of the SiH2 site which does not originate from dangling bonds [10] associated with this site when the SiH2 are as (SiH2)n. This is striking from comparison of virgin and posthydrogenated samples (Table I). 3.. Conclusion.
In conclusion, from our results, the photoconductivity is mainly limited by the tissue of the a-Si : H films, while the residual concentration of dangling bonds in these sputtered films is mainly in the island zone. Moreover, the compensation of the Si matrix defects by the hydrogen leaves a larger deformation around the SiH2 sites which directly induces a poorer photoconductivity with SiH2 than with SiH sites in a-Si : H.
